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Abstract
File system checkers serve as the last line of defense to
recover a corrupted file system back to a consistent state.
Therefore, their reliability is critically important. Moti-
vated by real accidents, in this paper we study the be-
havior of file system checkers under faults. We system-
atically inject emulated faults to interrupt the checkers
and examine the impact on the file system images. In
doing so, we answer two important questions: Does run-
ning the checker after an interrupted-check successfully
return the file system to a correct state? If not, what goes
wrong? Our results show that there are vulnerabilities in
popular file system checkers which could lead to unre-
coverable data loss under faults.

1 Introduction
File systems play an essential role in managing today’s
data. From desktops to warehouse-scale machines [14], a
wide variety of local file systems (e.g., Ext4 [5], XFS [8],
Btrfs [1]) and large-scale file systems (e.g., GFS [29],
Ceph [2], Lustre [6]) are deployed to store and manage
much of the world’s precious data. Therefore, the in-
tegrity of file systems is critically important.

Unfortunately, despite of various protection tech-
niques, file systems may still become corrupted for many
reasons including power outages, server crashes, latent
sector errors, software or firmware bugs, etc [12, 13,
25, 37, 39]. Therefore, most file systems come with a
checker to serve as the last line of defense [4, 9, 39, 40].
The checker usually scans the on-disk layout of the cor-
responding file system, resolves inconsistencies based on
pre-defined policies, and recovers the corrupted system
back to a healthy state.

Due to the prime importance of file system checkers,
abundant work has been done to improve them. For ex-
ample, Gunawi et al. [31] finds that the checker of Ext2
may create inconsistent or even insecure repairs; they
then proposes a more elegant checker (i.e., SQCK) based
on a declarative query language. Similarly, SWIFT [21]

uses a mix of symbolic and concrete execution to test
popular file system checkers, and has exposed bugs in all
checkers tested. And more recently, ffsck [39] reduces
the checking time of Ext3-like file systems by changing
the disk layout and the indirect block structure of Ext3
and co-designing the checking policies.

One common assumption of the aforementioned work
is that the checker can finish normally without interrup-
tion. In other words, they mostly focus on the behavior
of file system checkers during normal executions.

Complementary to the existing efforts, in this work we
study the behavior of file system checkers with interrup-
tion. This is motivated by a real-world accident happened
at the High Performance Computing Center (HPCC) in
Texas [10, 20], where the Lustre file system suffered se-
vere data loss after experiencing two consecutive power
outages: the first one triggered the Lustre file system
checker (i.e., LFSCK) after restarting the cluster, while the
second one interrupted LFSCK and led to the final down-
time and corruption. Since the Lustre deployed is built
on top of a variant of Ext4 (i.e., ldiskfs), and LFSCK

relies on the consistency of the local file system on ev-
ery node, the overall checking and recovery procedure
is complicated (e.g., requires several days [10]). More-
over, with the trend of increasing the capacity of storage
devices and scaling to more and more nodes, checking
and repairing file systems will likely become more time-
consuming and thus more vulnerable to faults.

As one step towards building fault-resilient file system
checkers, we perform a comprehensive study on the be-
havior of existing local file system checkers under faults.
Specifically, we explore two important questions: Does
running the checker after an interrupted-check success-
fully return the file system to a correct state? If not, what
goes wrong?

To answer the questions, we build a fault-injection
framework based on an iSCSI driver [55]. We use a set
of test images, which are either provided by the develop-
ers of file systems or generated by ourselves, as the input



to trigger the target file system checker. During the ex-
ecution of the checker, we record the I/O commands at
the driver level, and replay partial I/O blocks to emulate
the effect of an interrupted checker on the file system im-
age. Moreover, after generating the interrupted state, we
re-run the checker again without any fault injection. This
is to verify that whether the corruption introduced by the
interrupted checker can be recovered or not.

We apply the testing methodology to study e2fsck [4]
and xfs repair [9], the default checkers of the popu-
lar Ext-series file systems and XFS file system, respec-
tively. Our experimental results show that there are vul-
nerabilities in these representative file system checkers
which could lead to additional severe corruption under
faults (e.g., the file system becomes “unmountable”).
Moreover, many corruptions cannot be repaired by re-
executing the default checker again, which implies that
the data loss incurred might be permanent.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We first
introduce the background of file system checkers (§2).
Next, we describe our methodology of injecting faults
and testing the resilience (§3). Then, we discuss our stud-
ies on e2fsck (§4) and xfs repair (§5). Finally, we
discuss related work (§6) and conclude (§7).

2 Background of File System Checkers
File system checkers are designed to check and repair
inconsistencies in file systems. Depending on the struc-
tures of file systems, the checkers may perform different
number of checking passes and exam different consis-
tency rules. We use e2fsck as a concrete example to
illustrate the complexity as well as the potential vulnera-
bilities of the checkers in this section.

The first action of e2fsck is to replay the journal (in
case of Ext3/Ext4) and then restart itself. Next, e2fsck
executes the following five passes in order:

Pass 1: Scan the entire file system and check in-
odes. In this pass e2fsck iterates over all inodes and
checks each inode one by one (e.g., validating the mode,
size, and block count). Meanwhile, it stores the scanned
information in a set of bitmaps, including inodes in
use (inode used map), blocks claimed by two inodes
(block dup map), etc. Besides, it performs four sub-
passes to generate a list of duplicate blocks and their
owners, checks the integrity of the extent trees, etc.

Pass 2: Check directory structure. Based on the
bitmaps collected, Pass 2 iterates through all directory
inodes and checks a set of rules for each directory. For
example, the first directory entry should be “.”, the length
of each entry (rec len) should be within a range, etc.

Pass 3: Check connectivity. This pass ensures that all
directories are connected properly in the file system tree.

To this end, e2fsck first checks whether if a root direc-
tory exists. If not, then a new root directory is created
and is marked as “done”. Next, e2fsck iterates over all
directory inodes and attempts to traverse up the file sys-
tem tree, until it reaches a directory marked as “done”. If
no “done” directory is reachable, then the current direc-
tory inode is marked as disconnected, and e2fsck offers
to reconnect it to the ”lost+found” folder. During the
traversal, if e2fsck sees a directory twice (i.e., there is
a loop), e2fsck also offers to reconnect the directory to
the ”lost+found” folder to break the loop.

Pass 4: Check reference counts. Pass 4 iterates over
all the inodes to validate the inode link counts. Also,
it checks the connectivity of the extended attribute (EA)
blocks reconnect them if necessary. In addition, Pass 4
loads a set of readahead bitmaps for the next pass.

Pass 5: Recalculate checksums and flush updates. In
the final pass e2fsck checks the repaired in-memory
data structures against on-disk data structures and flush
necessary updates to the disk to ensure consistency.
Also, if the in-memory data structures are mapped dirty
due to the fixes in the previous passes, the corresponding
checksums are re-calculated before flushing.

Based on the analysis above, we can see that the
checking procedure of e2fsck is complicate and may
be vulnerable to faults. For example, there are cross-pass
dependency (e.g., the bitmaps are used and updated by
multiple passes) and some early fixes are not committed
until the last pass. We describe our methodology to actu-
ally expose the vulnerabilities in the next section.

3 Methodology
3.1 Test Images
Since file system checkers are designed to repair cor-
rupted file systems, it is necessary to have a set of cor-
rupted file system images to trigger the checkers. We
call this set of file system images as test images.

We consider two ways of generating test images. First,
the developers of file systems may provide test im-
ages for regression testing of their checkers. For exam-
ple, e2fsprogs [4] includes a set of 175 test images for
testing e2fsck. These images usually cover the most
representative corruption scenarios as envisioned by the
developers. In this case, we directly use the test images
provided by the developers for triggering the target file
system checker.

Second, in case the default test images are not avail-
able, we inject random bits to corrupt important on-disk
structures of the file system, similar to the previous ap-
proaches for introducing corruptions [31, 54]. While this
approach requires in-depth understanding of the file sys-
tem layout, it allows great flexibility in terms of creating
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Figure 1: Workflow of testing the fault resilience of a file system checker (i.e., fsck). There are 10 steps: (1) make
a copy of the test image which contains a corrupted file system; (2) run fsck on the copy of test image; (3) store the
image generated in (2) as the reference image; (4) record the SCSI commands generated during the fsck; (5) make
another copy of the test image; (6) replay partial commands to emulate the effect of an interrupted fsck on the copy
of test image; (7) store the image generated in (6) as the interrupted image; (8) run fsck on the interrupted image; (9)
store the image generated in (8) as the repaired image; (10) compare the repaired image with the reference image to
identify mismatches.

corruption scenarios and could potentially cover corner
cases that are not envisioned by the developers.

3.2 Fault Injection Module
Besides generating test images to trigger the target
checker, another challenge of evaluating the fault re-
silience is how to generate faults in a systematic and con-
trollable way. Unplugging the power cord repeatedly is
simply impractical.

To this end, we emulate the effect of faults using soft-
ware. We adopt the “clean power fault” model [55]: there
is a minimal atomic unit of write operations, i.e., the size
of data written to media is always an integer block mul-
tiple (e.g., 512B or 4KB); a fault can occur at any point
during the execution of the checker; once a fault happens,
all blocks committed before the fault are durable without
corruption, and all blocks after the fault have no effect
on the media. This simple model can serve as a conser-
vative lower bound of the failure impact. In other words,
file system checkers must be able to handle this simple
fault model gracefully before addressing more aggres-
sive fault models (e.g., arbitrary reordering of blocks).

To emulate the fault model, we adapt an iSCSI
driver [55] to record the I/O commands generated dur-
ing the execution of the target file system checker in a
command history log. Then, we replay a prefix of the
command history log (i.e., partial commands) to a copy
of the initial test image, which effectively generate the
effect of an interrupted checker on the test image.

For each command history log, we exhaustively re-
play all possible prefixes, and thus generate a set of inter-
rupted images which correspond to injecting faults at dif-
ferent points during the execution of the target checker.

3.3 Workflow
Putting it together, Figure 1 summarizes the overall
workflow of testing the fault resilience of file system
checkers. As shown in the figure, there are 10 steps:
(1) we make a copy of the test image which contains a
corrupted file system; (2) the target file system checker
(i.e., fsck) is executed to check and repair the origi-
nal corruption on the copy of the test image; (3) after
running fsck, the resulting image is stored as the refer-
ence image; (4) during the checking and repairing pro-
cedure of fsck, we simultaneously record the I/O com-
mands generated by fsck; (5) we make another copy of
the original test image; (6) we replay partial commands
recorded in step (4) to the new copy of the test image,
which emulates the effect of an interrupted fsck; (7) the
image generated in step (6) is stored as the interrupted
image; (8) fsck is executed again on the interrupted im-
age to fix any repairable issues; (9) the image generated
in (8) is stored as the repaired image; (10) finally, we
compare the file system on the repaired image with that
on the reference image to identify any mismatches. The
comparison is first performed via the diff command. If
a mismatch is reported, we further verify the cause of the
mismatch manually.

4 Case Study I: e2fsck
4.1 Overall Results
We use 175 test images from e2fsprogs v1.43.1 [4]
as inputs to trigger e2fsck. The file system block size
on all these images is 1KB. To emulate faults on storage
systems with different atomic units, we inject faults in
two granularities: 512B or 4KB. In other words, we in-
terrupt e2fsck after every 512B or 4KB of an I/O trans-



Fault Injection Total # of Total # of
Granularities test images repaired images

512 B 175 25,062
4 KB 175 3,195

Table 1: Number of test images and repaired images generated
under two fault injection granularities.

Fault Injection # of images reporting corruptions
Granularities test images repaired images

512 B 34 240
4 KB 17 37

Table 2: Number of test images and repaired images reporting
corruptions under two fault injection granularities.

fer command. Since the file system block is 1KB, we do
not break file system blocks when injecting faults in 4KB
granularity.

As described in §3.3, for each fault injected (i.e., each
interruption) we run e2fsck again and generate one re-
paired image. From one test image we usually generate
multiple repaired images because the repairing procedure
usually requires updating multiple file system blocks.
For example, to fix the test image “f noroot” (image
with no root directory) from e2fsprogs, e2fsck needs
to update four 1KB blocks, which generates eight inter-
rupted images (and consequently repaired images) when
faults are injected after each 512B. Table 1 summarizes
the total number of repaired images generated under the
two granularities. We can see that the 512B case leads to
more repaired images because the repairing procedure is
interrupted more frequently.

By comparing with the reference image (Figure 1),
we can verify if a repaired image contains unrecoverable
corruptions or not. If at least one repaired image contains
such corruption, we mark the corresponding test image
as reporting corruption too. Table 2 shows the number of
test images and the number of repaired images reporting
corruptions. We can see that with the 512B granularity,
more images have corruptions. This is because the up-
dates are broken into smaller pieces, and thus it is more
challenging to maintain consistency when interrupted.

To further understand the severeness of the corrup-
tions, we examine the symptoms in details and classify
them into four types, including: (1) unmountable; (2) file
content corruption; (3) misplacement of files (e.g., a file
is either in the“lost+found” folder or completely miss-
ing) (4) others (e.g., showing “???” after an ls com-
mand). Table 3 shows the classification. We can see that
file content corruption and misplacement of files are most
common. Also, even with a fault injection granularity
bigger than the file system block (i.e., 4KB > 1KB), we
still observe three cases where the whole file system vol-
ume becomes unmountable.

Corruption Types 512 B 4 KB
unmountable 41 3

file content corruption 107 10
misplacement of files 82 23

others 10 1
Total 240 37

Table 3: Classification of corruptions observed on repaired
images under two fault injection granularities.

Sync # of images reporting corruptions
Methods test images repaired images

sync every write 45 223
sync every pass 45 243

Table 4: Number of test images and repaired images reporting
corruptions after enforcing synchronous updates in two ways.

4.2 Enforcing Synchronous Writes
For performance reason, the existing e2fsck buffers
most updates in memory and flush them to the disk syn-
chronously only at the end of the last pass. This extensive
buffering may cause inconsistencies under faults because
there is no ordering or atomicity guarantees when flush-
ing the large amount of buffered updates.

To examine the impact of this design tradeoff, we
modify the source code of e2fsck to enforce frequent
synchronous writes in two ways. First, we change all up-
dates to the disk image to synchronous writes by adding
the O SYNC flag. Second, we insert an fsync call at the
end of each of the five passes of e2fsck. We inject faults
in 4KB granularity and see if the more frequent synchro-
nization would reduce the window of vulnerability.

As shown in Table 4, in the first scenario (i.e., sync ev-
ery write), 45 test images and 223 repaired images have
corruptions. The numbers in the second scenario (i.e.,
sync at the end of each pass) are similar. In addition,
Table 5 further classifies the corruptions observed on the
repaired images into the four types described in §4.1.

From this experiment, we can see that enforcing syn-
chronous updates may avoid some corruptions (e.g., 0 in
“others” in Table 5). However, most corruptions cannot
be solved in this way. Moreover, by frequently enforcing
synchronization, more intermediate states become visi-
ble on disk. As a result, we may observe even more un-
recoverable corruptions (i.e., the numbers in Table 4 are
generally larger than those in Table 2), which suggests
that the resilience of e2fsck cannot be enhanced simply
by enforcing synchronous writes.

4.3 Undo Logging
One way to handle unexpected interruptions is write
ahead logging [42]. In fact, the developers of e2fsck
have envisioned the potential needs and have added built-
in support for an undo log, although this feature has sel-



Corruption sync sync
Types every write every pass

unmountable 203 211
file content corruption 13 11
misplacement of files 7 20

others 0 0
Total 223 242

Table 5: Number of repaired images reporting each type of
corruptions after enforcing synchronous updates in two ways.

dom been used due to the degraded performance [3].
To exam the effectiveness of the undo logging, we cre-

ate a separate block device in our framework to store the
undo log, and inject faults to interrupt both the check-
ing and the logging. Surprisingly, we observe a similar
amount of corruptions. Further analysis on the source
code as well as the system call traces reveals that there
is no ordering guarantee between the writes to the undo
log and the writes to the image being fixed, which es-
sentially invalidates the write ahead logging mechanism.
This current status suggests that enhancing the checker
with transactional support is non-trivial. More effective
and efficient mechanisms are needed.

5 Case Study II: xfs repair

We have also studied the resilience of xfs repair, the
checker of XFS file system. To generate test images, we
make use of the blocktrash command of xfs db [9] to
flip random bits on the file system images. In the experi-
ment, we generated 3 test images by flipping 10, 20 and
30 bits, respectively. From the 3 test images, the frame-
work generated 124 repaired images in total under the
4KB fault injection granularity, among which 16 images
have exhibit the misplacement of files corruption.

6 Related Work
Reliability of file system checkers. Gunawi et al. [31]
inject faults to corrupt carefully selected blocks of a Ext2
file system, and find that the Ext2 checker may create in-
consistent or even insecure repairs; they then proposes
a more elegant checker (i.e., SQCK) based on a declar-
ative query language. Carreira et al. [21] propose a tool
called SWIFT, which uses a mix of symbolic and concrete
execution and includes a corruption model for testing file
system checkers. They tested the checkers of ext2, ext3,
ext4, ReiserFS, and Minix and found bugs in all of them.
Ma et al. [39] change the disk layout and the indirect
block structure of Ext3 (i.e., rext3) and co-design the
checking policies (i.e., ffsck), which enables scanning
and repairing the file system much more efficiently. By
speeding up the checking procedure, they effectively nar-
row the window of vulnerability for the checker.

Generally, these studies consider the behavior of file

system checkers during normal executions (i.e., no in-
terruption). Complimentary to these efforts, we study
checkers’ behavior under faults.

Reliability of file systems. Great efforts have been put
towards improving the reliability of file systems [16, 23,
26, 27, 32, 37, 41, 44, 48, 52, 54]. For example, EX-
PLODE [52] uses model checking to find errors in stor-
age software, especially in file systems. Chidambaram
et al. [26] introduce a backpointer-based NoFS to pro-
vide crash consistency. Overall, these research help
understand and improve the reliability of file systems,
which may reduce the need for file system checkers.
However, despite of these efforts, file system checkers
remain a necessary component for most file systems.

Reliability of storage devices. In terms of storage de-
vices, research efforts are also abundant [12, 13, 24,
34, 45, 46]. For example, Schroeder et al. [46] ana-
lyze the disk replacement data of seven production sys-
tems over five years. Bairavasundaram et al. [12, 13]
analyze the data corruption and latent sector errors in
production systems containing a total of 1.53 million
HDDs. Besides HDDs, more recent work has been fo-
cused on flash memory and flash-based solid state drives
(SSDs) [11, 15, 17, 18, 19, 22, 28, 30, 33, 35, 36, 38,
43, 47, 49, 50, 51, 53, 56, 57]. These studies provide
valuable insights for understanding file system corrup-
tions caused by hardware, and are helpful for generating
realistic test images to trigger the checkers in our study.

7 Conclusions and Future Work
We have studied the behavior of file system checkers un-
der emulated faults. Our results show that running the
checker after an interrupted-check may not return the file
system to a correct state, and the image may even become
unmountable. In the future, we would like to apply the
methodology to study the reliability of other critical but
insufficiently tested procedures (e.g., system upgrades).
We hope our study will raise the awareness of reliability
vulnerabilities in storage systems in general, and facili-
tate building truly fault-resilient systems.
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